Women's collective claims role in Hermann bombing

By Bruce Schwartz

As police and FBI continued their investigation of last Friday's bombing of the Hermann Building, and physical plant employees moved in to repair estimated $35,000 damage, a group calling itself the Proud Eagle Tribe, a revolutionary women's collective, claimed credit for the attack.

A two-page typed letter received by The Boston Globe on Saturday announced that the bombing's target had been the office of William P. Bundy, a senior research associate at MIT's Center for International Studies, and a prominent policy advisor to former President Lyndon Johnson. It was for this role in the Vietnam escalation that began in 1965 that Bundy had been selected as a target, the tribe said, of the Proud Eagle Tribe's letter. The same group claimed credit one year ago for a bombing at Harvard's Center for International Affairs (CIFA), on October 14, 1970. The CIS-targeted bombing thus came on the first anniversary of the CIA explosion. A woman sought in connection with that attack has never been found.

Bundy's office was only one of several harmed when a bomb went off about 1:20 am last Friday in a women's rest room on the north side of the Hermann Building's fourth floor. The blast demolish the third floor from the kitchen and into a suite where it smashed several windows. The secretaries' area of the suite was most heavily damaged. The blast also stripped tiles off about fifty feet of corridor and ceiling, and blew the rest room door through a partition across the hall and into a suite which housed several professors.

Bundy himself is absent from MIT this term, his office is closed, and a graduate student. Other damaged offices include those of Professor William Johnson, one of a handful of black professors at MIT, who was once threatened by the FBI and whose home was burglarized.
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